New Kravitch Keyhole Tools & Products

• We are regularly developing new tooling for Keyhole Applications.
• We have 2 new adapters to be used for the processes of Cathodic Protection and Service Tee Abandonment.
• We now offer a line of Tool Bags to accommodate your Keyhole Operators, Adapters and Hardware.
• Service Tees for which we have Keyhole Tooling to perform Abandonments, Installations & Renewals.
We are pleased to introduce you to the **Bristle Blaster® Adapter** to clean the pipe surface before applying an anode. We offer this in addition to the Right Angle Grinder and Face Grinder.

- works well to remove yellow jacket.
- produces a clean, somewhat rough surface so the weldment will better adhere to the pipe.
- produces a surface similar to a sand-blasted surface without the sand.
In addition to the Sioux and Fein Saws, we now offer the Unitec Air Reciprocating Saw.

- 1.3 HP
- 0-1800 strokes per minute
- 46 cfm @ 90 psi
- cut steel pipe & channel ½” to 4” dia
- cut plastic pipe to 8” dia
- 1 1/8” blade stroke for fast, efficient cutting
- uses standard saw blades or thicker and heavy-duty double-tang saw blades
Kravitch Machine Company now offers a line of waterproof rugged tool bags with a plastic hard bottom and double stitching reinforcement to accommodate Your Keyhole tools. Pictured here are two of the most popular bags. Please contact us for a more extensive list.
KMC continues to expand our extensive number of service tee abandonment, installation & renewal tooling for keyhole applications. Pictured below are examples of some of the service tees for which we have provided keyhole tooling.
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Thank you for taking time to view our presentation.

Please contact us with any questions you may have.

Kravitch Machine Company
800-437-5801
nick@gaswatertools.com